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F R O M  T H E  C O O R D I N A T O R ' S  D E S K

When the covid 19 pandemic took us by surprise and then brought us to

our knees, 2020 was all about survival. When 2021 continued in a

similar vein it became about resilience and adaptation.

As we face 2022 now, we are collectively moving into a phase of

renewal. Those of us who have been fortunate enough to survive and

adapt and make it through these difficult times are slowly allowing

ourselves the cautious optimism that 2022 might be better!

In order to recognize, appreciate and even celebrate all our members

and partners across the region and the globe–those who stood

shoulder to shoulder with the entire SRHR community and showed up in

their personal and professional commitments above and beyond the

call of duty, those who stayed connected to the ground realities while

also speaking truth to power, those who make us proud to be a part of

this amazing ASAP family—- we honour these efforts and energies and

offer a record to you of the Annual Report 2021. 

As we move forward, we remained mindful that any of our efforts

geared towards ‘rebuilding’ the post pandemic world must be inclusive

and just. As the past 2 years have shown us, it is always the most

vulnerable; such as women, girls, young people, people living

disabilities, non-binary persons and the poor, migrant, displaced

persons who bear the maximum brunt of any natural or ‘man-made’

calamity. 
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F R O M  T H E  C O O R D I N A T O R ' S  D E S K

We worked proactively towards finding synergies and developing

solidarities between various human rights, sexual and reproductive

rights, and social justice movements in order to encourage them to

integrate safe abortion rights within their advocacy agenda and

program strategies even as we include their issues within our work. 

Thus, we adopted ‘Building Inclusive Movements’ as our guiding

principle for 2021. 

Although we struggled through 2021 with a single minded resolve to

just keep going, we can now look back on it and take a breath of

gratitude and gladness that we made it. 

Despite all the difficulties our Country Advocacy Networks and

Youth Champions have found ways to connect and create

solidarity--- not just holding the line but also creating avenues and

portals for a better world post pandemic.

We want to honour the legacy of all of us who make history today so

that tomorrow will look back on it with pride and awe and

gratitude.

We hope that you enjoy reading this report. We thank you for your

ongoing support and we look forward to working together in the

coming years to build a safe aboriton rights movement in the region

that is truly inclusive!
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A S A P  A C T I V I T I E S

The Big Picture With ASAP 

In 2020, with our video series ASAP Conversations During Covid, we connected with

our members, partners and allies belonging to or working with communities facing

specific challenges during this pandemic for safe abortion access. After these

conversations which touched upon specific focused issues, whether it was lack of

safe abortion access in Japan to the existence of FGM in India and marginalization

of the queer community to the difficulties being faced by sex workers, we are back

with our second series of more meta level conversations.

With this we hoped to bring to the forefront some core themes that need deeper

reflection and some people who can shed a light on these complicated issues,

unpack the controversial ones and enlighten us with their unique perspectives on old

problems.

In this new series we looked at the Big Picture issues that affect each one of us at a

personal as well as a political level in our struggle for sexual and reproductive

rights. These are issues like gender, patriarchy, sexual and reproductive labour,

neoliberalism, population policies, digital freedom, healthcare and medicine,

sustainable development.

Watch all videos by clicking on the images below. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVL-5_DaQD8&t=15s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EBFW0gTkC0&t=22s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOlAIjJf-ac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfZ3rWwM5b0&t=31s
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50 Years of MTP Act: Gaps, Gains and Goals |

MASUM, ISAY & ASAP | 

Social Media Awareness Campaign

Supported by ASAP, Mahila Survangeen Utkarsh Mandal (MASUM) had undertaken a

rapid assessment ‘Mapping women’s “choices” in accessing abortion services’ along

with their partners from seven states of India. A national level consultation was held

on 2nd March, 2020 in Delhi with policymakers and government officials and on 3rd

March, 2020 with civil society partners in order to disseminate the findings and to

create a community of advocacy around the key issues.

As a result of the lockdown declared in March 2020 in the country, further plans for

sharing the study findings and advocacy work could not be carried out on ground. 

Watch Part 2 here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0Sz_g7HTWg&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dw44Dktbqho&t=4s
https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrxzxQPbflhxmkAfwC7HAx.;_ylu=Y29sbwNzZzMEcG9zAzEEdnRpZAMEc2VjA3Ny/RV=2/RE=1643765136/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fwww.masum-india.org.in%2f/RK=2/RS=ldAmV5uhvJI0nqJy8PwFvbCHwuk-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ybVS7-waSc&t=378s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ybVS7-waSc&t=378s


In order to ensure that the testimonies and situation analysis obtained through the

study were utilized in an optimal way given the difficult and unpredictable

circumstances, we launched a series of online events in 2021 which will allow the

partner organisations to create visibility on the specific issues affecting their

community and constituency and allow us to create a dialogue and deliberation
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https://www.facebook.com/AsiaSafeAbortionPartnership/videos/765146530847611
https://www.facebook.com/AsiaSafeAbortionPartnership/videos/334112068426130/
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https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNHdvQWHjoH/
https://www.facebook.com/AsiaSafeAbortionPartnership/videos/759105351471931/


Webinar - 50 Years of MTP Act: Gaps, Gains and

Goals | MASUM, ISAY & ASAP | 9th April 

The webinar titled, ‘Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act : Gains and Gaps’ was

organised with key stakeholders to unpack the concerns around the current MTP Act

and the proposed amendments. Partner organisations representing specific

constituencies joined in to explain the usefulness of the Act and how it helped

access safe abortion services, or the ground realities that kept access to safe

abortions away from a vast majority, and the limitations of the recent amendments.. 

Throughout this year we talked about important issues with regards to accessing

services under the law, with a series on online events such as webinars and photo

campaigns.
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https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrxzxQPbflhxmkAfwC7HAx.;_ylu=Y29sbwNzZzMEcG9zAzEEdnRpZAMEc2VjA3Ny/RV=2/RE=1643765136/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fwww.masum-india.org.in%2f/RK=2/RS=ldAmV5uhvJI0nqJy8PwFvbCHwuk-


After the overwhelming response for our 1st webinar with MASUM & ISAY - India Safe

Abortion Youth Advocates mapping the success & challenges of MTP Act in India ,

we organized the 2nd webinar in the series, where we discussed movement building

for abortion rights & the way ahead. 

We have found, repeatedly, in studies done across decades that those from

marginalized and vulnerable communities often get left behind, even when the law

itself aims to be inclusive and supportive.

Therefore this discussion was a step towards changing that and encouraging people

in cross movement dialogues in order to find ways to work together in synergy so as

to strengthen the visibility and reach of all the social justice and rights issues as a

whole.

The webinar had sign language interpretation and Hindi-English translators, to reach

out to as many people as possible.

Webinar - 50 Years of MTP Act: Movement Building

for Safe Abortion Rights | 3rd September 
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https://www.facebook.com/isayadvocates/?__cft__[0]=AZUMTvIkdztIO3uv1UjG0iwDz6_Q_aPjbHhYfik4UqHTGN0wPUgA0A4OyEmqok0-IeDdF8tya2yUtplCoE02TYSTa9F814pW_1gFYU8-JK3O6z6YTc8u4cLrygLOnVvR5XcHjZeHd4R3WtUfdDJlVqtci471feY96IWy9BV65M2ct4Slheqk3FmN0MI7G4sFTJA&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/mtpact?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUMTvIkdztIO3uv1UjG0iwDz6_Q_aPjbHhYfik4UqHTGN0wPUgA0A4OyEmqok0-IeDdF8tya2yUtplCoE02TYSTa9F814pW_1gFYU8-JK3O6z6YTc8u4cLrygLOnVvR5XcHjZeHd4R3WtUfdDJlVqtci471feY96IWy9BV65M2ct4Slheqk3FmN0MI7G4sFTJA&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/india?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUMTvIkdztIO3uv1UjG0iwDz6_Q_aPjbHhYfik4UqHTGN0wPUgA0A4OyEmqok0-IeDdF8tya2yUtplCoE02TYSTa9F814pW_1gFYU8-JK3O6z6YTc8u4cLrygLOnVvR5XcHjZeHd4R3WtUfdDJlVqtci471feY96IWy9BV65M2ct4Slheqk3FmN0MI7G4sFTJA&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/AsiaSafeAbortionPartnership/videos/441454320576067/


This year we are working towards finding synergies and developing solidarities

between various human rights, sexual and reproductive rights, and social justice

movements in order to encourage to integrate safe abortion rights within their

advocacy agenda and program strategies. At the same time, we are also

encouraging our members and partners in the safe abortion rights movement to step

up as a strong ally for the various marginalized groups and be more inclusive of their

issues and concerns. We will work together to create synergies for developing a

powerful collective voice to demand freedom, equality, and rights, including the

right to choose.

Objectives:

1. To work closely with People with Disabilities (PWD) in order to be more inclusive

with our information, capacity building and advocacy programmes.

2. To engage with the LGBTQIA+ movement and proactively create spaces for trans

sensitive issues around safe abortion rights and access.

3. To strengthen the partnership with the sex workers’ rights movements for

ensuring that their voices and issues are included in all relevant advocacy agenda

and program strategy.

Building Inclusive Movements | ASAP with CANs |

22nd April 2021
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https://asap-asia.org/sign-language/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Rp7RxTJQM0&t=148s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9zvxukzX78&t=40s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFIyF85rIXw&t=33s
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5L198YCZd0&t=24s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtEF1P5vGmU&t=63s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFaGAuewwiM&t=46s


The third Global Safe Abortion Dialogue was a gathering of frontline activists,

service providers, implementing partners, policy makers, funders and other

stakeholders from across the world who came together to share their strategies and

perspectives on how best to strengthen national and global movements for safe

abortion. The Dialogue took place virtually from April 15-29th 2021, organised by

AmplifyChange, Ipas, MSI Reproductive Choices, Sida, and Trust for Indigenous

Culture and Health. 

ASAP led the dialogue on adolescent health and youth led advocacy, with panelists

from our Country Advocacy Networks - Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

Global Safe Abortion Dialogues : Youth leadership: The

future of the safe abortion rights movement. | 23rd April 2021
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As a part of the Safe Abortion Dialogues Asia (SADA), Asia Safe Abortion

Partnership hosted the 3rd session on Adolescent Access and Youth Led Efforts, with

the help of our CAN representatives and partners from Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,

Pakistan, Philippines, Nepal and Sri Lanka and Thailand.

The objective of the session was to help the participants understand the potential

and importance of youth led advocacy as well as recognizing the challenges faced

by young people in safe abortion access and how they can be managed.

Safe Abortion Dialogues Asia (SADA): Adolescent Access and

Youth Led Efforts | Session by ASAP & CANs | 18th June 2021

ASAP along with IPPF hosted the second session of SADA focussing on the context of

self-managed and telemedicine abortions within the larger political shifts in bodily

autonomy and agency.

The aim was to recognize the challenges and identify strategies for integration of self-

managed and telemedicine abortion within existing systems of healthcare. Through this

discussion we also hoped to understand the policy and program investments required for

rights-based, gender transformative safe, quality abortion care provision. which is provided

within a gender and rights framework.

SADA: Self-managed and telemedicine abortion | ASAP and

IPPF | 25th June 2021
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Along with Feminism in India, we won the Social Media for Empowerment Award, for

our campaign from 2019; #AbortionMeraHaq / #AbortionMyRight where we used

social media to raise awareness regarding safe abortion rights and laws in India. The

category was Communication, Advocacy & Development Activism.

ASAP wins the SM4E Award | ASAP & FII 

Online Youth Advocacy Refresher

Online Youth Advocacy Refresher ASAP held its first YAR since COVID, which saw

participation from Youth Champions who attended our Youth Advocacy Institutes,

conducted online in 2020-2021
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We organised a 2 day meeting with our founding partners, Alumni Youth Champions

and the entire ASAP family to not only look back at our journey but also take

inspiration as we move forward in 2022 with bigger milestones and goals. 

We also wanted to learn from the experiences, challenges and successes of the co-

founders and understand their perspective on how they have seen the network evolve

and grow.

ASAP Legacy and Solidarity Meeting | 27th - 28th Nov 

Watch some highlights from the meeting here! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lO_Ncdq7qLs&t=61s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lO_Ncdq7qLs&t=61s
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The internet provides a sense of community and knowledge however it is also a

space that perpetuates violence. ASAP and IPPF came together to find answers to

important questions like How can women, girls and non-binary people feel

empowered when digital spaces are a threat to them? Our panel of sexual and

reproductive health and rights advocates and activists, and experts from the digital

rights movement shared their perspectives about the culture of violence and what

can help us feel safe in digital spaces.

Transforming Tech and Tackling Taboos | ASAP & IPPF | 10th

December 
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After publishing our MAF in English, Hindi, Japanese and Vietnamese, we’re glad to

share with you that now it’s available in Mandarin and as an audio version alsol.

All our resources regarding accessing safe abortion can be accessed here. 

Medical Abortion Factsheet 
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https://asap-asia.org/information-booklets/
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ASAP COVID RESPONSE

COVID Prevention, Management and Vaccine FAQs 

In order to handle the acute phase of the second wave in India and many other

countries, ASAP collated and shared evidence based relevant information on

diagnosis and management of COVID as well as information Ion the vaccines, on

social media platforms and the website for the benefit of members and partners. 

Covid Relief - Donation

We collated a list of organizations looking for funding to support marginalized

groups affected by COVID. We shared this list with our network personally, through

website and social media. You can access the list here.  
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https://asap-asia.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/COVID-PREVENTION-2.pdf
https://asap-asia.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/COVID-Manage.pdf
https://asap-asia.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/COVID-Vaccine-faq.pdf
https://asap-asia.org/pdf/covid-resources/Ind_CovidRel_2021.pdf


ASAP Social Media Campaigns 

Gynopedia It | 8th March Women's Day

In order to make information more accessible to people looking for safe abortion

services ASAP, Stories to Action led by alumni Youth Champion Iris Pi and Gynopedia

ran an Asia wide campaign. The aim was to update the Gynopedia country pages

and raise awareness about this crowdsourced platform, while also increasing the

visibility of Country Advocacy Networks and other regional organizations working on

SRHR and safe abortion access. As part of the campaign, we also held a Tweet-a-

thon and a Gynopedia Editing training with our CAN leaders.
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https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awrx2MDVcPlhoEkAQQC7HAx.;_ylu=Y29sbwNzZzMEcG9zAzEEdnRpZAMEc2VjA3Ny/RV=2/RE=1643766101/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fgynopedia.org%2fWelcome_to_Gynopedia/RK=2/RS=oDOhrGFWtYq8cKDXRwKEIgsFpNA-


Instagram Story Challenge | 28th May International Day of

Action for Women’s Health

Like each year, this year too ASAP interacted with the Youth Champions, Country

Advocacy Networks and partners across Asia, to amplify the voices of the community

with regards to safe abortion access. We received a great response as a lot of

women raised their concerns with the abortion laws in their respective countries. This

year we held an 'Instagram Story Challenge' which received a great response from

across Asia and gave an important insight into some common & some bizarre

misconceptions with regards to abortion across the region!

You can read all responses here. 
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https://asap-asia.org/28th-may-international-safe-abortion-day/
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WhatsMyCrime | 28th September International Safe

Abortion Day

On Safe Abortion Day, ASAP along with our Youth Champions raised important

questions around criminilization of safe abortion, in many countries in Asia. We asked

questions about why terminating an unwanted pregnancy is considered a criminal

act in many countries, when unsafe abortions still remain one of the biggest reasons

for maternal mortality. Throughout the day, we shared quotes and images, that

focussed on highlighting an individual's perspective to ‘de-criminilizing safe

abortion’ as opposed to just having technical conversations that often alienate

people from the politics of why it’s so important.

You can see all images here. 
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https://asap-asia.org/the-global-day-of-action-for-access-to-safe-and-legal-abortion-september-28th/


International Safe Abortion Day Tweetathon with

Pratigya Campaign | 28th May 

ASAP also participated in a Tweetathon organized by Pratigya Campaign from India,

to highlight the need for 'Safe Abortion For Everyone' and how can we overcome the

multiple challenges that marginalized people face, in accessing safe abortion

services. You can read the full conversation here.
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https://twitter.com/RightsPratigya/status/1442738382979751939


Paucity of Data on SRHR | Rangeen Khidki | Menstrual

Hygiene Day, 28th May

Rangeen Khidki, an organization working on reproductive health of marginalized

women in India brought together field narratives around menstruation,

contraception, abortions across India, which they collated and shared with their

followers on 28th May. As part of this report launch, alumni Youth Champion and

Co-Founder of RK, invited Assistant Coordinator Nandini Mazumder for a panel to

know more about her experiences while working in the space of menstruation and/or

contraception and abortions and how we at ASAP navigated this paucity of data to

ensure that your programs actually create impact.

A S A P  A S  P A N E L L I S T
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https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrxzAJGcvlhtloAIwC7HAx.;_ylu=Y29sbwNzZzMEcG9zAzMEdnRpZAMEc2VjA3Ny/RV=2/RE=1643766471/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2frangeenkhidki.medium.com%2f/RK=2/RS=u6aQx98tZKBPaTXEdn0Tsa4Xnxg-


Session on Menstrual Health for Feminism in India

Members | 24th July

Coordinator was invited to facilitate a learning session for the Feminism in India

staff team. A session on understanding menstruation, contraception and related

gender and rights issues was held on Sat 24 th July.

Coordinator Dr Suchitra Dalvie was invited as a panelist to speak at this launch of

the fact finding study conducted by Center for Reproductive Rights, National Law

University, Delhi & National Law School of India University, Bengaluru. 

A S A P  A S  P A N E L L I S T

Launch of report and panel discussion -Legal Barriers to

Accessing Abortion Services in India: A Fact Finding

Study | 16th August

P A G E  3 0



“Pandora: Unboxing Crimson Hope” |1st August

Dr Suchitra Davie was invited as a speaker at the inaugural event of the launch of

Students Against Covid, by a Youth Champion Nikita. SAC - Students Against

COVIDis a global community with volunteers from 99+ countries and recently

launched their women's health and rights team with this first event “Pandora:

Unboxing Crimson Hope”. This campaign is aimed to improve the knowledge of

sexual and reproductive health across the world, through the sharing of carefully

moderated webinars, debates, and safe-space discussion sessions.
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https://bit.ly/3lQClDr


Panel Discussion on World Population Day in

Pakistan | 20th July 

Institute for Social and Youth Development - ISYD and Pakistan Advocacy Network -

PAN in collaboration with Mashal, Ethan Consultants Private Limited and The

Unknown Ability conducted an online awareness session to celebrate the World

Population Day and to spread awareness on Reproductive Health and Rights with

young people from different corners of Pakistan including young people who are

differently abled and transgender community.

ASAP was invited by IPPF SARO to share their experience of continuing to to raise

awareness regarding SRHR and safe abortion rights of women in Asia, even during

the times of COVID19. Communications and Network Officer, Ayesha Bashir

represented ASAP and spoke about our initiative in collaboration with CANs to work

closely with the deaf and hard of hearing community, to make information on SRHR

more accessible. We also spoke about our COVID relief work and translation of

Medical Abortion Factsheets in over 6 languages. 

New Media, New Narratives: Harnessing the Power of

Media for SRH Advocacy’ | IPPF | 24th November
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https://www.facebook.com/ISYDPakistan/?__cft__[0]=AZVlolJV-lwwRGIp0or4zj3xugJ11DlA84mp147cxrBTBP4ENa3AKojeRgKINvAaklzyy0gMG8gVS6KTm7UVY1sMJX10FhNYNztJVYcopui3H9p26BEbna1MdNtiE615uI_FioyB8p2nkeeKluGQrmhPQbjV1lq8AXlN05Ldmus7ylkP95Yg_WKNEFvJjMPHH6IYxxoINlrM1fXV8GWrd-PGTs4Wlj1W40bOIeGNvHcDDw&__tn__=kK-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/PAN4Youth/?__cft__[0]=AZVlolJV-lwwRGIp0or4zj3xugJ11DlA84mp147cxrBTBP4ENa3AKojeRgKINvAaklzyy0gMG8gVS6KTm7UVY1sMJX10FhNYNztJVYcopui3H9p26BEbna1MdNtiE615uI_FioyB8p2nkeeKluGQrmhPQbjV1lq8AXlN05Ldmus7ylkP95Yg_WKNEFvJjMPHH6IYxxoINlrM1fXV8GWrd-PGTs4Wlj1W40bOIeGNvHcDDw&__tn__=kK-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/BeAMashal/?__cft__[0]=AZVlolJV-lwwRGIp0or4zj3xugJ11DlA84mp147cxrBTBP4ENa3AKojeRgKINvAaklzyy0gMG8gVS6KTm7UVY1sMJX10FhNYNztJVYcopui3H9p26BEbna1MdNtiE615uI_FioyB8p2nkeeKluGQrmhPQbjV1lq8AXlN05Ldmus7ylkP95Yg_WKNEFvJjMPHH6IYxxoINlrM1fXV8GWrd-PGTs4Wlj1W40bOIeGNvHcDDw&__tn__=kK-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/ethanconsultants/?__cft__[0]=AZVlolJV-lwwRGIp0or4zj3xugJ11DlA84mp147cxrBTBP4ENa3AKojeRgKINvAaklzyy0gMG8gVS6KTm7UVY1sMJX10FhNYNztJVYcopui3H9p26BEbna1MdNtiE615uI_FioyB8p2nkeeKluGQrmhPQbjV1lq8AXlN05Ldmus7ylkP95Yg_WKNEFvJjMPHH6IYxxoINlrM1fXV8GWrd-PGTs4Wlj1W40bOIeGNvHcDDw&__tn__=kK-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/TheUnknownAbility/?__cft__[0]=AZVlolJV-lwwRGIp0or4zj3xugJ11DlA84mp147cxrBTBP4ENa3AKojeRgKINvAaklzyy0gMG8gVS6KTm7UVY1sMJX10FhNYNztJVYcopui3H9p26BEbna1MdNtiE615uI_FioyB8p2nkeeKluGQrmhPQbjV1lq8AXlN05Ldmus7ylkP95Yg_WKNEFvJjMPHH6IYxxoINlrM1fXV8GWrd-PGTs4Wlj1W40bOIeGNvHcDDw&__tn__=kK-y-R


A S A P  B L O G S

P A G E  3 3

https://www.asapblog-prochoicediscussions.com/post/the-year-of-maga-making-abortions-great-again-by-dr-suchitra-dalvie
https://www.asapblog-prochoicediscussions.com/post/her-choice-by-lirisha-tuladhar
https://www.asapblog-prochoicediscussions.com/post/rape-culture-glorification-of-the-vagina-by-manoj-kumar-panthi


A S A P  B L O G S
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https://www.asapblog-prochoicediscussions.com/post/gynopediait-safe-abortion-contraception-and-your-health
https://www.asapblog-prochoicediscussions.com/post/new-pandemic-old-issues-asap-conversation-during-covid-acdc-with-manisha-gupte
https://www.asapblog-prochoicediscussions.com/post/obvious-child-normalises-abortion-and-i-m-glad-for-it-review-by-purnima-singh
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D-YISA conducted this session with an aim to create awareness among sex workers,

regarding the existing safe abortion laws in Bhutan. They not only debunked myths

associated with abortion, but also engaged with them to know their opinion on safe

abortion access. Though the session started with some hesitancy, by the end, many

participants were convinced for the need of having a rights based abortion law in

the country and sessions 

Bhutan -Druk - Youth Initiative of Sexual

Advocacy (D-YISA )

C A N  A C T I V I T I E S

Sensitization Program on Safe Abortion for Sex

Workers  | 1st May 2021
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D-YISA conducted their first online sensitization program on Safe Abortion Rights in

Bhutan for first year students of Khesar Gyalpo University of Medical Studies. There

were 18 participants some of whom had already attended similar programs on Sexual

and Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR) conducted by Y-PEER (youth peer

education network) which is supported by the Government on raising awareness

regarding SRHR. 

D-YISA conducted an awareness session with 26 members of the community. Most of

the participants were young but for almost all of them this was their first session on

issues related to abortion rights. 

While everyone knew about abortion, there were some different viewpoints with

regards to the 'morality' of terminated an unwanted pregnancy, often propagated by

normalizing phrases like ‘throwing out the baby'. These myths and stigmas associated

with abortion in Bhutan were busted by D-YISA and the participants felt encouraged

to be more open about their reproductive and sexual health and rights.

Online Sensitization Programme | 8th May

 Sensitization Programme for LGBTQIA+ Youth | 26th

June
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D-YISA members came together to run an awareness campaign called ‘abortion

myths busted'. They had 6 young people from Khesar Gyalpo University of Medical

Studies (KGUMS) who participated in the campaign to bust most common

misconceptions related to abortion in the country. 

International Day of Action for Women's Health |

28TH May
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ISAY partnered with MASUM and ASAP for a national webinar called '50 Years of

MTP Act-Gaps and Gains' to discuss the nuances of the policies regarding abortions

in India. Suyash Khubchandani briefly detailed the work done by ISAY and how our

partnership with MASUM led to collaborations for workshops and many other

activities.

Shwetangi Shinde participated in the making of a reel for promotion of Gynopaedia

in association with ASAP. 

India - India Safe Abortion Youth Advocates

(ISAY)

50 Years of MTP Act - Gaps and Gains | MASUM,

ISAY & ASAP | 9th April 

Gynopedia | Online | ASAP, Stories to Action and

Gynopedia | 12th March

The Abortion Curriculum | Ongoing 

Members of the ISAY team worked for the creation of a toolkit for medical students

as a guide for an abortion sensitization workshop. It includes a detailed account of

every session and resource material that would be required to conduct a basic

SOGIESC and abortion advocacy workshop
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Safe Abortion Rights and Legal Provisions in Nepal |

20th January

Youth Champion Nir Shrestha conducted a virtual session on the topic with Blind

Youth Association Nepal.

NEPAL - YOUTH LED SRHR ADVOCACY NEPAL

(YO-SHAN)

Session on Sexual and Reproductive Health and

Rights | Pahichan Nepal & YoSHAN 

The organizations collaborated to , conduct an interactive session where women

with disabilities from all the provinces actively showed up to share their lived

experiences related to sexual and reproductive health. The session was facilitated

by Durga Sapkota.
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Gardening workshop | One Billion Rising (OBR), Sangat

Nepal and CECI Nepal

YoSHAN participated in thisworkshop where different seeds and plants were

planted on the feminist farm provided by Yogashala Nepal. There was enormous

space to learn and share with each other. YoSHAN Youth Champion Kamala Bista

took part in the program representing YoSHAN. 

Amendment of Safe Motherhood and Reproductive Health

Act 2018 | Reproductive Health Rights Working Group

(RHRWG) | Ongoing

YoSHAN as part of RHRWG along with other organizations has been engaging in

creating a more inclusive law in the country, which can ensure women’s health and

rights.

r

Guff4youth (G4U) | YoSHAN | 19th March

This sessionwas organized on Mental health and SRHR and was facilitated by

Pushpa Joshi and a psychological counselor Shraddha Pradhan. In the session, the

interlinkages between SRHR and mental health were explored and they also

discussed self-care practices. 
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Milijuli talk series with the representatives of the 'Covid

special nurse group

On the occasion of International nurses day, YoSHAN in collaboration with Network

of Youths against COVID organized Milijuli talk series with the representatives of

the 'Covid special nurse group’ to honor the initiatives of nurses in Nepal who have

been providing counseling and other health services to people during this difficult

time of the covid pandemic. 

r
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'Me and my menstruation’ | 26th & 27th May

YoSHAN held a comprehensive discussion on the topic where more than 30

young participants joined in. Some of the topics covered during the workshop

are as follows: 

• Menstruation 

• Hygiene during menstruation 

• Pain management 

• Nutrition during menstruation 

• Myths and misconceptions/ harmful practices

• Menstruation during the time of covid 

r
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Milijuli Talk Series on Sexual and Reproductive Health of

Queer Individuals

YoSHAN organized Milijuli talk series on sexual and reproductive health rights of

queer individuals which was live streamed on the Facebook. The discussion was

moderated by YoSHAN youth champions Manisha Hada and Safal Lama; one of

them is also a queer individual active in the queer movement. The guest speakers

were Rubina Tamang (Transwoman activist), Bipin Kadayat (Intersex activist) and

Pratik Thapa (Transman Activist). In the session, all the guest speakers shared their

own experience of discrimination while accessing SRH services in health service

centers in Nepal and also emphasized on queer friendly health service centers and

providers. The discussion reached more than 1200 people via Facebook live. 

r

Guff4youth on women's health  | 23rd June

YoSHAN organized Guff4youth, an informal youth-friendly discussion program on

women’s health issues including safe abortion rights on 23rd June. The discussion

took place between the youth champions Lirisha Tuladhar, Pushpa Joshi, Akansha

Dahal, Anjali Tiwari and Manisha Hada and other participants were also

encouraged to contribute. 
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Orientation program on safe abortion rights for young

people with visual impairment 

YoSHAN in collaboration with Blind Youth Association Nepal-BYAN organized an

orientation program on safe abortion rights for young people with visual

impairment. Youth champion Nir Shrestha coordinated, while Manisha Hada and

Pushpa Joshi Pradhan facilitated the event. 

r
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Clubhouse discussion | 11th July | Visible Impact

YoSHAN attended a clubhouse discussion as Panelists on “Pandemic World: Putting

SRHR of youth at the centre of health” which was organised by Visible Impact. They

presented their views on ongoing SRHR issues during the pandemic along with other

activists. 

r

Clubhouse discussion | 8th August 

YoSHAN organized a clubhouse discussion on the topic “Let’s talk about Sex” on

August 8th. The discussion was organized through the club called ‘Young Nepali

Feminist’ opened by YoSHAN. The YoSHAN team along with other participants had a

healthy discussion on the topic and related issues.
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Pushpa Joshi from YoSHAN facilitated a workshop on bodily autonomy titled “My

Body, My Rights” which was followed by Zine making exercises. The zine is a self-

published magazine that includes texts, images and artworks. In the workshop,

participants explored bodily autonomy and experiences related to the same. The

workshop was the side event of the Youth Summit in celebration of International

Youth Day, 2021 which was organised by YUWA with support of UNFPA.

Workshop on bodily autonomy| 9th August 
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Zoom session on gender and sexuality | 17th August 

YoSHAN in collaboration with Leo club of Kathmandu Aananda Bhairav and with

support from SDGs National Network Nepal organized a ZOOM session on

"Understanding Gender and Sexuality" which was facilitated by Leo Mandira

Shrestha who is also a YoSHAN youth champion. The session took place on zoom on

17th August.

Lirisha Tuladhar; Youth champion of YoSHAN Nepal, presented YoSHAN in a Radio

Program “Man ko Chautari” which was aired through Radio Audio FM. The discussion

program was focused on Breastfeeding as a shared responsibility and other

affecting factors.

Radio Program 
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First Episode: Motherhood and Breastfeeding

Second Episode: Body Image

Third Episode: Safe Abortion Rights

Fourth Episode: Disability and SRHR

YoSHAN collaborated with Yatra Creatives for the Let's Talk series. Their theme for

this season was “Understanding Social Norms” on different issues. Pushpa Joshi from

YoSHAN is the director and scriptwriter for this video podcast and YoSHAN youth

champions have been moderating the episodes. Four episodes have been released

on the youtube channel of Let’s Talk till September. The episodes of the Let’s talk

web series are as follows:

'Let’s talk' series 
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On September 24, YoSHAN cofounder Pushpa Joshi talked at the global south

conversation on safe abortion, about barriers diverse young people face while

accessing safe abortion service and how can we #makeunsafeabortionhistory . The

event was organized by the Women's Global Network for Reproductive Rights

(WGNRR).

YoSHAN at the Global South Conversation on Safe Abortion

| 24th September | WGNRR
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Zoom session | 28th September 

r

On September 28, Durga Sapkota one of the co-founders of YoSHAN, shared her

views at Martin Chautari on the topic “Experiences on Sexual and reproductive

health of women with disabilities residing in Kathmandu Valley”. The discussion

happened at zoom and was also aired through Facebook live. 

YoSHAN in collaboration with Radha Poudel Foundation and Global South Coalition

for dignified menstruation completed the program on dignified menstruation on

25th Bhadra, Friday in Lalitpur. The program was fun and engaging where the

participants and facilitators talked about Dignified Menstruation. Youth Champion

Mandira Shrestha coordinated and facilitated the program

Program on Dignified Menstruation | 25th September
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Facebook live on Safe abortion

r

Anjila Thapa and Lirisha Tuladhar from YoSHAN along with YUWA Nepal, delivered a

Facebook live session on the basics of Safe abortion in collaboration . The live

session happened through Facebook page of ‘My Abortion My Choice’ and focused

on safe abortion services, myths associated with it and the legal aspects in Nepal.

YoSHAN organised a three day long organizational strategic planning meeting in

the month of September. The core team and working committee members of

YoSHAN attended the strategic planning and it was facilitated by Sumera Shrestha.

Strategic planning meeting
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One of the milestones of the first quarter of the year 2021 for YANSL was the

Annual General Meeting for the year 2020 held on the 21st of February 2021 from

9.30 am to 1.30

pm at Enclave, Colombo. The AGM brought together members of YANSL from its

inception and was followed by a fellowship session. Apart from the presentation of

the Annual Report, another key event was the change of the Board of Directors.

Annual General Meeting 2020 

Sri Lanka - Youth Advocacy Network Sri

Lanka (YANSL)
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The 2nd Phase of We Hear You (WHY) reached its culmination in the first quarter of

2021. Several video documentaries were produced capturing the SRHR needs of

people living with hearing disabilities and the developing of a sign language

glossary on SRHR by featuring interviews with stakeholders who were engaged in

this initiative from the beginning and documentary content of conducting

educational and awareness-raising sessions with the Rathmalana School for the

Deaf with the support of the Sri Lanka Central Federation for the Deaf (SLCFD).

The project reached its pinnacle with the launch of a disability friendly website on

SRHR named ‘We Hear You’ featuring information extracted from the SRHR Booklet

of FAQs also put together

by YANSL, and also videos with sign language interpretations.

WE HEAR YOU Phase 2 
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Due to constraints posed by Covid 19 and limitations of physical accessibility, the

2nd phase of Amplify Change Project was re-strategized to conducting a small

research targeting law students and legal practitioners named ‘Suggestions for

Changes in Laws Related to SRHR’. During the first quarter of 2021, the research

was conducted through online surveys and telephone calls and the research report

was drafted with the assistance of Shelani Palihawadane. The research is currently

under review and will be edited and put to print soon. A policy brief is also being

formulated.

Amplify change phase 2 

ASAP Small grants project

Desaree Soysa and Tharindi Devadurendra, the Small Grants Recipients from Asia

Safe Abortion Partnership (ASAP) continued the second phase of their project,

which is to collect stories of women and girls who have faced difficulties in

accessing SRHR services during the Covid-19 pandemic induced lockdown and share

them in the form of blog articles, animated videos and posts on social media pages

of YANSL.
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Having secured the grant ‘Claiming our Voices: Beijing+25 Follow Up and Review’ by

Women’s Fund Asia, a project was launched as an evidence building project on

access to SRHR services before and during Covid-19 focusing on women and girls in

marginalized communities (ex. disability community) and the LGBTQ+ community in

January 2021. In partnership with Care Consortium, a concept note for the entire

project setting out its objectives was finalized during the month of February and

discussions of how to create the videos including the terms of reference for

videographers were finalized by the beginning of March. Focus Group discussions

were held online towards the end of March with the participation of about 10

participants and their input has been taken for the conceptualization of the video

scripts and finding respondents. Currently, the project team headed by Harini

Fernando is finalizing the video producers for the project and identifying individuals

as Respondents to be featured in the videos.

WOMEN'S FUND ASIA Project

International Day of education

YANSL posted several posts and stories over different Social Media Forums on the

importance of Sexuality Education targeting the International Day of Education. A

conversation was also held on Comprehensive Sexuality Education in Sri Lanka

featuring Paba Deshapriya, Director of The Grassrooted Trust Sri Lanka and

moderated by Dakshitha Wickremarathne as the 5th Episode of the Catalyst

Programme (an online series of educational sessions conducted by YANSL on various

topics related to Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights, and broadly on

Gender and Gender Equality).
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In collaboration with the Rotaract Club of the Faculty of Law, University of

Colombo, an online campaign and series of webinars on raising awareness on the

rights of the LGBTQ+ Community named ‘Me’ to ‘We’ was conducted by YANSL

where resourced persons from within the organization like Desaree Soysa and

Tharindi Devasurendra spoke of same sex relationships, contraceptives, and law

reforms that are required to uphold rights of LGBTQ+ community.

'Me' to 'we' | YANSL & Rotaract Club of The Faculty of Law
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Continuing the initiative conducted in partnership with the Rotaract Club of

Panadura, another webinar of SexEd101 was conducted on the topic of ‘Myths

surrounding Virginity’ by Nishadhi Gunathilake, yet another Youth Champion. The

presentation called good engagement and meaningful discussion among the

participants.

'Sex Ed 101

FEM FORCE

A couple more webinars were conducted on Sexual and Reproductive Health

related topics in partnership with the Leo Club of the Faculty of Arts, University of

Colombo.

YANSL member Sanduni Hettigoda conducted a session in Sinhala language

attracting a wide group of participants on the topic of ‘Myths on Menstruation’

while another member of YANSL Nishadhi Gunathilake spoke on laws and

regulations surrounding LGBTQ+ community in Sri Lanka.

South East Asia Youth Advocacy Network (SYAN) 

YANSL became a partner organization in the South East Asia Youth Advocacy

Network (SYAN), which is a network which aims to bring youth focused, adolescent

focused groups together and create a network in the region and create knowledged

advocacy resources based on a module already developed through an online

course.
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r

Sanjana Ravi and Harini Fernando participated in the Generation Equality Forum

from 29th of 31st of March representing YANSL.

Generation Equality Forum

Youth camps | FPA Sri Lanka 

Dakshitha Wickremarathne and Priskila Arulpragasam rendered their services as

resource persons by developing training modules and training manual to conduct

trainings for Youth Camps organized by the Family Planning Association of Sri Lanka

in the three official languages - English, Sinhala and Tamil. Dakshtiha and Nishadhi

conducted the pilot training in the Youth Camp held in Galle and Nishadhi again

conducted a second training held in Galle.
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Asia Pacific Digital Sexuality Education Community

r

UNFPA, UNICEF, and UNESCO at the Asia-Pacific Regional level have been building

and providing support to a community of digital sexuality education (DSE) app

developers, content creators, vloggers, and online sex educators in response to the

rapid increase in the use of digital technology and internet access by young people

across Asia-Pacific (referred to as DSE community members). Henry Mitchel

represents YANSL in the DSE community, where he collaborates and plans digital

events and projects that will be carried out near future. 

DSE is a topic that this community debates and shares best practices on with the

goal of improving access to comprehensive, high-quality DSE for young people.

.

Catalyst Episodes

Three Catalyst Episodes were conducted during the Third Quarter of the year.

 

1. Mental Health and its Impact on Sexual and Reproductive Health by Tashya de

Silva (Counsellor at Shanthi Margam) moderated by Dulmani Atapattu 

2. Teenage Pregnancies in the Estate Sector: Root Causes and Learnings by Kisho

Kumar (Social Researcher, Activist and Non-Profit Consultant) moderated by Priskila

Arulpragasam 

3. Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Practices and Challenges during the Pandemic

conducted by Dr. Indika Gunawardana (Technical Advisor of World Vision Lanka)

moderated by Harini Fernando. 
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Beautiful Pahanthudawa waterfall is located in Belihuloya, Ratnapura and is called

for a clay oil light that once stood there. Even if it happened in secret, 

the small fall has gained exceptional fame as a result of the iconic pornographic

film, which is sure to cause discussion in Sri Lanka. The Criminal Inquiry Department

(CID) initiated an investigation to apprehend those responsible for the video's

production and publication on a commercial pornography website. 

World Sexual Health Day | 4th September

r

September 4th is World Sexual Health Day. "Physical, mental and social well-being

in connection to sexuality" are the terms used by the WHO to describe 

sexual health. While avoiding sexually transmitted illnesses is an important element

of maintaining good sexual health, it's not the only consideration. A crucial part of

sexual wellness is understanding issues like consent and abuse. 

Sex and sexual education are taboo subjects in many cultures around the world

including Sri Lanka. To commemorate World Sexual Health Day, YANSL 

created a small poster campaign that aims to educate people about their sexual

and reproductive health and rights. The campaign was a success.

"Pahanthudawa Incident" and the poster campaign 
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The 26th of September is designated as World Contraception Day. The goal is to

increase awareness of all contraceptive options available to young people and to

empower them to make educated decisions about their sexual and reproductive

health and well-being. The result was an informational poster campaign about

contraception facts, as well as a Clubhouse session, to raise awareness about the

benefits of contraception among young people. 

World Contraception Day | 26th September

r

When it came to finding the people who had posted and circulated the files, CID's

Cyber Crimes Division was there to help. Through  their combined efforts, the police

managed to apprehend and release the suspect couple within three days after their

first detention. The Pahanthudawa event has given us a unique opportunity to delve

deeper into issues around sex  and sexuality in Sri Lanka. Despite the fact that some

believe there are more pressing issues facing the country, it is important to

remember that sex and sexuality are integral parts of both public and private life.

Some have even argued that a society's stance on sex is a good barometer of

civility and maturity as a whole. Without engaging a survivor of sexual violence, an

incident of this magnitude that exposes our society's attitudes on sex and sexuality

will be rare for a long time. Some related news also shows that the media in Sri

Lanka cannot be relied upon to provide accurate reporting or analysis. Social media

sites' roles, community norms, and where they locate individuals who can stumble

into sexual or'sensitive' information are all raised 
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International Safe Abortion Day | 28th September 

r

Abortion is a fundamental right that is inherent in the right to have control over

one's own body, and it should be protected as such. In order to achieve gender

equality, it must be possible to exercise this right in conditions of safety, respect,

and dignity that are satisfactory to the person exercising it. Because of the failure

to respect this right, some women are forced to resort to so called illegal abortions,

which are performed in dangerous situations. 

According to some international reports, these abortions account for more than ten

percent of all maternal deaths in some parts of the world. As part of the campaign,

YANSL organized a massive digital campaign that included a club house session

with out standing speakers, a short informative video, abortion stories from Sri

Lanka, and Unsafe Abortion facts. This campaign  reaffirms the organization's

commitment to the rights of women and girls, which is at the heart of its feminist

diplomacy. The goal of the campaign  was to increase access to safe abortions in

Sri Lanka while also assisting the authorities in identifying the risk of unsafe

abortions around the country. 
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SRHR Advocacy on Social Media by Aisha Nazim | 17th

August

r

Former Communications Manager of YANSL, Ms. Aisha Nasim conducted a session

on SRHR Advocacy on Social Media on the 17th of August for the YANSL members

discussing Social Media etiquette, confidentiality and sensitization. The meeting

was recorded and will be used as an educational tool for YANSL members in future. 
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Launch of Abortion Story Website

r

An initiatives taken by the leaders of VYAC and developed with financial aids from

ASAP and Women Deliver Alumni Grants. The website includes tools to collect

stories from people who experienced abortion. With abortion stories shared via the

website, we expect to intervene in the mainstream discourse to diversify the

abortion experiences and to combat abortion stigma. 

. 

Vietnam - Vietnam Youth Action for Choice

(VYAC)

Understanding Feminism with SIgn Language Interpreters 

As an extension from the networking business with Nang Moi Sign Language

Interpreter Service in Ho Chi Minh City, Son was invited to be a trainer for the Sign

Language interpreters team to talk about Understanding Feminisms. 
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BVYAC co-founders organised the SRHR training for young members of the "Easy

things to say" youth-led project. The training was delivered online and consists of

three main parts (which can be seen as a mini Youth Advocacy Institute) which are

 

(1) Understanding gender, sex, and sexuality; 

(2) Family planning and abortion; 

(3) Understanding Reproductive and Sexual Rights and Right-based Approach.

r

SRHR Training

FindMyMethod.com Vietnam Country Profile | VYAC

Thuy has led the initiative to collaborate with FindMyMethod to develop Country

Profile (Vietnamese and English) for its global website. A document in dual

language (VIE and ENG) has been submitted to FindMyMethod for the reviewing

and publishing process
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T H A N K  Y O U !  

Follow us on Social media for

more regular updates 

https://www.facebook.com/AsiaSafeAbortionPartnership
https://www.instagram.com/safeabortion_asap/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/user/ASAPasia
https://twitter.com/asapasia

